
G NU Octave is a software tool 
for numerical computations. 
Octave has extensive tools 
to solve common numerical 

linear algebra problems, find the roots of 
non-linear equations, integrate ordinary 
functions, manipulate polynomials, 
and integrate ordinary differential and 
differential-algebraic equations. Octave is 
available for use on UNIX systems (Linux, 
Solaris and Mac OSX) and Windows.

If your study or play involves 
numerical computations, Octave is for 
you. It has been designed with MATLAB 
compatibility in mind, so with careful 
design you could write scripts that run 
on both MATLAB and Octave. It is easily 
extensible and customisable via user-
defined functions written in Octave’s own 
language, or using dynamically loaded 
modules written in C++, C, Fortran, or 
other languages. As we go ahead, we 

will look at how we can carry out these 
functions and more, in Octave. For now, 
let’s start using Octave. The first couple of 
articles in this series will deal with using 
Octave for matrix manipulation and linear 
algebra, in general. I assume readers have 
some basic knowledge of the mathematics 
of matrices and linear algebra, and I will 
not make any effort to explain that.

Installation
As always, you have two options: to 
use the package manager of your Linux 
distribution, or compile it from sources. It 
is always easier to do an apt-get install or 
its other cousins. Please find the name of 
the Octave package for your own distro.

Let’s play with Octave
Fire up the terminal and type $ octave 
and you should see something like the 
following:

A lot of what GNU Octave provides revolves around manipulating matrices, so 
let’s begin our journey with them.

Getting Started with 

GNU 
Octave

your PC
Part 1
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GNU Octave, version 3.2.2 

Copyright (C) 2009 John W. Eaton and others. 

This is free software; see the source code 

for copying conditions. 

. 

.

…and finally the Octave prompt:

octave:1>

So, we are using Octave 3.2.2. 
You can quit or exit by typing in the 
same—not that I want you to quit; 
we have only just started. A lot of 
what Octave provides us revolves 
around manipulating matrices, so 
let’s start off.

Define a simple 2x2 matrix, X:

[1  2 ]    3  4    (1)

This is how we can define it in 
Octave:

octave:1> x= [1,2;3,4] x = 1 2 3 4

...and let’s define another, Y:
 

[5  6 ]    7  8     (2)

octave:1> Y= [5,6;7,8] Y = 5 6 7 8

We have two square matrices, X 
and Y. What shall we do? Let’s find 
the product:

octave:13> X*Y ans = 19 22 43 50

Easy, isn’t it? We defined two 
matrices, X and Y, and then found 
the product by simply X*Y. It’s 
like how you would multiply two 
integers or real numbers. You get 
the idea, right? The individual 
columns are separate by a ’,’ and the 
rows by a ’;’. Let’s move on.

Things to try out
We have X and Y defined now. 
Let’s try something like, Z=[X,Y] 
in Octave. What do you see? You 
should see the X matrix augmented 
or combined with the Y matrix:

Z = 
       1 2 5 6 
       3 4 7 8
We have so far had only real 

numbers in our matrices. How 
about complex numbers? What 
does Octave have to say about 
them? Let’s see.

octave:18> XC = [1+2i,3;3+2i,4] 

XC = 

1 + 2i     3 + 0i 

3 + 2i     4 + 0i 

octave:19> YC = [1+2i,3;3+2i,4] 

YC = 

1 + 2i     3 + 0i 

3 + 2i     4 + 0i 

octave:20> XC*YC 

ans = 

6 + 10i     15 + 6i 

11 + 16i     25 + 6i

Great! Octave handles them 
well too. As you can see, when you 
define some elements of a matrix as 
complex, the real elements are also 
written in complex form.

Now that we have had a taste 
of Octave, let us try to understand 
some basics, and after that we shall 
resume our fun with matrices on a 
more serious note.

Built-in data objects
We have already used numeric data 
objects in our matrices. Besides 
numeric data objects, we also have 
string data and data structure 
objects.

Numeric data objects: Octave’s 
built-in numeric objects include 
real, complex and integer 
scalars and matrices. All built-in 
floating point numeric data 
is currently stored as double 
precision numbers. For the exact 
values for the maximum and 
minimum possible real numbers 
that can be represented on 
your system, type realmax and 
realmin, respectively.



String data objects: A 
character string in Octave 
consists of a sequence of 
characters enclosed in either 
double or single quotations. 
Strings won’t be useful to us for 
the purpose of this article, so I 
won’t talk about them.
Structure objects: You can also 
have C style structures in Octave. 
You can have a number, a matrix 
and a string, and combine them 
under a common structure 
object. For example:

octave:4> x.a=4 

x = 

{ 

a = 4 

} 

octave:5> x.a=4; 

octave:6> x.b=''foo baz'' 

x = 

{ 

a = 4 

b = foo baz 

} 

octave:7> x.b=''foo baz''; 

octave:8> x 

x = 

{ 

a = 4 

b = foo baz 

}

Numeric data types
We can use the numeric objects to 
create higher level numeric data 
types like matrices, ranges and cell 
arrays. We’ve worked a bit with 
matrices and we will do a lot more 
with them now. I shall introduce the 
others later on in this series of series.

Let's now have some more 
matrix fun, shall we?

Determinants, inverses and 
singularity
For anyone who has taken a basic 
linear algebra course, close on 
the heels of matrices follows the 
concept of determinants. Let’s try 
this out in Octave:
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octave:1> X=[2,2;3,4] 

X = 

2    2 

3    4 

octave:2> det(X) 

ans = 2 

octave:3> X=[2,2,3;3,4,3] 

X = 

2    2    3

3    4    3

octave:4> det(X) 

error: det: argument must be a square matrix 

octave:4>

A tip about linear algebra: 
A determinant is defined only on 
square matrices. If we view a square 
matrix X, as a linear transformation 
on a vector A, the determinant of X 
determines the scale factor of the 
transformed vector A. That is, if A 
encloses a finite area in space, the 
transformed matrix AX will enclose 
double the area, assuming det(X)= 2.

By any chance, would you 
remember the case of det(X)= 0 
? Such a matrix X, is said to be 
singular. Singular matrices are 
not invertible. This means that we 
cannot have an inverse of such a 
matrix. Let’s see what Octave says:

octave:8> X=[2,2;2,3] 

X = 

2    2 

2    3 

octave:9> inv(X) 

ans = 

1.5000    -1.0000 

-1.0000     1.0000 

octave:10> X=[2,2;2,2] 

X = 

2    2 

2    2 

octave:11> inv(X) 

warning: inverse: matrix singular to machine 

precision, rcond = 0 

ans = 

Inf    Inf 

Inf    Inf

Utility matrices
Octave also has functions to 
generate some utility matrices, 
such as an identity matrix using 
the command eye, a zero-filled 
matrix using zeros, and others. 
Please consult the Octave 
software documentation for 
the detailed treatment of these 
functions.

The Hilbert matrix
The Hilbert matrix, named after 
the great German mathematician 
David Hilbert, is a square matrix 
with its entries being of the form: 
H (i, j) = 1/ (i + j − 1) . Octave 
has a built-in function hlib to 
generate Hilbert matrices. For 
example:

octave:16> H= hilb(3) 

H = 

1.00000    0.50000    0.33333 

0.50000    0.33333    0.25000 

0.33333    0.25000    0.20000

The above is a Hilbert matrix 
of order 3. Now calculate the 
determinant of H:

octave:18> det(H) 

ans = 4.6296e-04

Now, calculate 1/det(H):

octave:19> 1/det(H) 

ans = 2160.0

This is a curious fact. The 
determinant of a Hilbert matrix 
is always the reciprocal of 
an integer. (As stated in the 
online encyclopaedia of Integer 
Sequences at www.research.att.
comnjas/sequences/A005249)

If you liked that famous 
matrix, Octave has a few more. 
Refer to the documentation to 
play around with them.

Next up
We covered a lot of matrices in 
the first part of this series on 
GNU Octave. We will work with 
more, focusing on solving linear 
equations, in the next part of this 
series, after which we will move 
to other areas of GNU Octave. A 
few things to explore on your own, 
besides what we have already 
talked about, could be:

Command-line editing in Octave
Playing with the Octave 
prompt
Experimenting with some of 
your legacy MATLAB scripts in 
Octave 
Happy exploring with GNU 

Octave and feel free to write in 
with your queries and suggestions. 
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GNU Octave: www.gnu.org/
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GNU Octave Function reference: 
octave.sourceforge.net/doc/index.
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